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Taking

the bread of life to life
is one of the most sacred acts
of human endeavour.
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The bread of life, manna,
is in fact
the ‘word made flesh in man’.

Not a religious expression

but of a simple explanation
of daily life to exist;
survive beyond the banal;
accept the inevitable with courage
to voice, where necessary,
those words of infinite wisdom.

Words of a simple texture,
a simple story to be ‘ignited’
or ‘manifested’ into a source,
a human being, -

who either lacks or denies
the powerful sense of their own connection
to a source of never-ending supply
of nourishment beyond their own, -

regardless
of another human being’s view, voice
or action to the contrary
of their own precious life and story
‘beyond’ the drudge of repetitious
natural life’s daily endeavours.
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Life, all life

is a most delicious flavour
once the ingestion of another’s truth
is understood as valid to them personally
and resonates eventually
to give them the strength to survive
on their own recognizance.
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God is good

only when the manifestation
of one’s own truth is being fed
by their (human being’s) own inner strength
or view or faith of being understood
as a God internal and ever-flowing thought
and conscious belief - experientially.

God is good

only when a sense of a ‘more’ in life
is being ‘felt’ first hand
and not being infiltrated by many forms,
especially a gutless world
of greed and propaganda swill.
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Pamphlet Series:

Awaken to Truth

• Burdensome People - Burdensome Past
• Courage to go on
• Death in the Detail
• The Bastardisation of Truth
• Satellite tonight
• Homeless-ness of Heart - Compassion at the core
• Abandoned
• Costly exercise Death
• You are it. I am it. What of it
• Cost of living on the rise
• Silence is Golden if Peace is involved
• Brutalism on our Shores
• Betrayal
• Hidden
• Value-less Plight
• Time Out


